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Abstract
When handling a security incident, there is a lot of information that needs to be stored, processed, and
analysed. As a result of the volume of information and the necessity to deal with a security incident in-
vestigation promptly, different forensic tools have been developed to provide cyber threat intelligence
and security incident response management platforms and solutions. These platforms enable respon-
ders to effectively collaborate in identifying and investigating incidents, manage their work on a case
from creation until resolution or completion, and automate incident response tasks with the external
threat information. Since incident response services are a growing priority at organisations, there is
a pressing need for a trustworthy and transparent way to maintain the authenticity and integrity of
investigative actions that is independently verifiable. Generally, security incident case management
allows a security analyst to add related logs. Asides from the possibility of a log being deleted, it
is difficult to audit the log for traceability and provenance if a user decides to be malicious. To ad-
dress this problem, we propose utilising a blockchain ledger for security investigative actions and
associated metadata by extracting requirements for cybersecurity incident response from the models
gathered through the analysis of an open-source incident management platform. We demonstrate the
applicability of the proposed techniques and methods by investigating a case scenario of evidence
actions within the TheHive security incident response platform (SIRP).

1. Introduction
With the increase in digital evidence and advancement

in technology, solving cybercrimes and cybersecurity inves-
tigation is hinged on an effective and efficient approach for
collation, preservation, and analysis of digital artifacts e.g.,
evidence. One of the major problems in digital forensics
and incident response (DFIR) is the ever-increasing volume
of data and operations in digital forensic investigation. Bil-
lions of interconnected devices[25] are now producing huge
volumes of information that may be pertinent to digital in-
vestigations. This information may need to be stored and
accessed to support digital forensics and incident response,
thus posing a huge challenge in maintaining the authen-
ticity and integrity of digital artifacts. The implication of
this problem is the management of investigation elements
throughout the life cycle of a digital forensic investigation.
Blockchain as a distributed ledger is often used to com-
bat these challenges because, by design, it guarantees trans-
parency, authenticity, security and auditability[37, 39] and
has proven useful for maintaining a chain of custody (CoC)
of forensic artifacts based on a distributed ledger[48, 35, 4,
7]. In the field of digital forensics, blockchain technology is
also a promising approach for digital evidence verification
and management[16, 45, 2, 29, 32], and it is widely studied.

The application of blockchain technology to DFIR has
been based on the chain of custody of evidence to prove the
validity and integrity of evidence. This is because a major
issue in the field of digital forensics is the management of
evidence. The goal of such works is to ensure that from the
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time of evidence collection until the completion of its cycle
e.g., exploitation in a legal court, the evidence is not altered
or tampered with during the investigation despite the pos-
sibility of multiple entities owning the evidence throughout
the life cycle of the investigation. As a result, there have
been many proposals of a Blockchain-based chain of cus-
tody (B-CoC) such that the auditable integrity of the col-
lected evidence is guaranteed and providence is maintained
for traceability of owners [19, 34].

In the context of a cybersecurity investigation, there may
be multiple actors involved in the operation, e.g., SOCs- se-
curity operation center, CSIRTs - computer security inci-
dent response team, CERTs - computer emergency response
team, law enforcement, legal organizations, other informa-
tion security practitioners etc. The need to manage incidents
in a timely and cost-effective manner across multiple col-
laborating organisations has posed a new challenge to pre-
serving the integrity and transparency of DFIR. As a result,
organizations have adopted security incident response plat-
forms (SIRPs) designed for effective collaboration and deci-
sion support in an automated fashion. For example, an ideal
SIRP should be able to receive alerts and security events
from different sources, while also allowing a security an-
alyst to add related logs, IOCs (indicators of compromise)
or findings during the incident case handling life cycle and
compare its analysis with external threat information, such
as VirusTotal[46], to identify the malicious behaviors of the
different data type of investigative artifacts [24]. This has
necessitated the need for auditable integrity and provenance
in SIRPs.

This research aims to provide support for DFIR by
demonstrating the requirements for utilising blockchain in
SIRPs. Furthermore, the choice of SIRP investigated in this
study is TheHive[1] for the following reasons.
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• It is a scalable, open-source and free tool that provides
security incident response management.

• It can also work with MISP[47] -threat intelligence
platform for sharing and correlating IoCs(indicators
of compromise) and vulnerability information. Also,
TheHive(case management), Cortex(standalone anal-
ysis engine), and MISP can integrate for a threat inci-
dent response. TheHive speaks natively to Cortex(as
MISP does).

• Cortex, a companion for TheHive integrates many
forensic tools in its analysis engine. As at the time of
this research, there are more than 100 analysers that
analysts can use to analyse observables.

To distil the requirements for utilising blockchain in sup-
porting DFIR, we propose an architectural framework for
SIRPs for recording every action that a forensic investiga-
tor takes while processing digital artifacts to ensure the con-
sistency and integrity of incident response platforms. The
techniques presented in this work can be adapted to other
automated forensic tools. Distilling the requirements con-
tributes to pushing the frontiers of developing blockchain
driven forensics as a service where blockchain service will
run in critical infrastructures[35].
The main contributions of this work are:

1. A framework for using blockchain technology for
digital investigations to enhance auditability and in-
tegrity. The goal of the framework is to provide tech-
niques and methodologies for the recording of foren-
sic actions that an investigator takes while processing
digital evidence to ensure the consistency, integrity,
and traceability of forensic tools.

2. The demonstration of the feasibility of the proposed
framework using TheHive security incident response
open-source platform(thehive-project.org)

3. Contribution to techniques for using blockchain as a
service in critical infrastructures (e.g., a plug-in for
forensic tools, support in cyber threat intelligence and
incident response solutions).

4. A vision, future, and roadmap for using blockchain for
digital investigation, forensics and shared intelligence
gathering.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows.
In Section 2, works of literature that focused on manag-
ing forensic investigative actions and artifacts are presented.
The motivation for this research is outlined in Section 3. The
distillation process for blockchain requirements in SIRP is
presented in Section 4 with implementation details. Section
5 highlights the proof of concept implemented by building a
blockchain from the scratch and using the Hyperledger Fab-
ric. Section 6 describes the lessons learned, limitations and
enhancements to the proposed ledger that could be benefi-
cial. In Section 7, the ultimate goal of the research is de-
scribed. This goal presents the vision, future, and roadmap
for using blockchain for digital investigation, forensics and

shared intelligence gathering. The concluding remarks of
this article are presented in Section 8.

2. Literature Review
Various approaches have been proposed in the literature

for managing digital forensic artifacts including the use of
blockchain. Some of the approaches presented in manag-
ing the digital investigation process include digital evidence
management, an electronic chain of custody, knowledge
representation in computer forensics scenarios. In manag-
ing forensic artifacts, blockchain technology has also been
utilised to process digital evidence. There are diverse ap-
plications of blockchain technology ranging from finance,
Internet of Things (IoT), cloud storage, governance, educa-
tion, cryptocurrency, integrity verification, security and pri-
vacy, healthcare, data management to business and industry
[49, 11, 44, 22, 33, 40]. Although several works of literature
focus on using blockchain technology in various application
aspects. In this section, we review the works that focus on
different technologies in managing digital forensics and in-
cident response (DFIR) artifacts, which is the direction of
this work.
2.1. Digital Evidence Management

The authors in [13] presented a digital evidence man-
agement framework to improve the chain of custody of digi-
tal evidence in all stages of the digital investigation process.
They argued that a valid time stamping method from a se-
cure third party is necessary for improving the chain of cus-
tody and for maintaining digital evidence integrity[14]. In
[19], the author proposed the idea of using new network fa-
cilities existing in Advanced Forensic Format (AFF) to in-
crease the quality of the electronic chain of custody. To
improve the integrity and credibility of digital evidence,
Prayudi et al.[38] proposed a digital evidence cabinets model
constructed through digital evidence management frame-
works, digital evidence bags with tag cabinets and access
control and secure communication for implementing digital
evidence handling and chain of custody. Towards protecting
digital evidence integrity and preserving the chain of cus-
tody, the authors in [43] proposed the use of smart cards to
store private keys of forensics examiners and to generate dig-
ital signatures to ensure the integrity of the digital evidence.
The idea was proposed after identifying limitations in the
current practices of two commercial disk imaging tools (En-
Case and FTK Imager), concerning protecting the integrity
of digital evidence. Other researchers have considered a
blockchain-based digital forensic investigation framework
for IoT applications to deal with the investigation process in-
cluding chain-of-custody and evidence chain[41, 23, 31, 30].

Bonomi et al.[7] proposed a Blockchain-based Chain of
Custody (B-CoC) architecture to dematerialise the CoC pro-
cess in digital forensics, using an architecture based on the
Geth implementation of Ethereum nodes. A proof of con-
cept of a Blockchain-based digital forensics chain of cus-
tody in Hyperledger composer was proposed in [35]. In their
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work on blockchain for modern digital forensics[4], the au-
thors discuss the value and means of utilising Blockchain
in modern operating systems to support digital forensics
and incident response (DFIR) and the sustainability of
CoC based on a distributed ledger. A secure digital evi-
dence framework using blockchain was proposed in Block-
DEF[45] with a loose coupling structure in which the ev-
idence and the evidence information are maintained sepa-
rately. The evidence metadata is stored in the blockchain
while the evidence is stored on a trusted storage platform and
a multi-signature technique is adopted for evidence submis-
sion and retrieval to support traceability and the privacy of
evidence. This approach of separation of concerns was also
proposed in [2] for real-time tamper-proof evidence manage-
ment. Recent approaches like [28] provide a tamper-proof
timestamped provenance ledger of digital data using a public
pre-existing trusted blockchain, with multiple levels of in-
tegrity verification and privacy-by-design implementation.
The work in [8] responds to the need for a chronological
independently verifiable electronic chain of custody ledger
using blockchain technology. To demonstrate the integrity
of the eCoC, information is periodically sent to a public
blockchain, where the integrity is guaranteed by its decen-
tralization and the structure of such a secure ledger which
allows for different levels of verification. The authors in [20]
proposed BLOCIS[20], a blockchain-based open cyber threat
intelligence (CTI) sharing framework for verifying the va-
lidity of data and Sybil-resistance.
2.2. Knowledge representation in Computer

Forensics
The authors in [6] used Unified Modelling Language

(UML) for the modelling and knowledge discovered dur-
ing the analysis of digital evidence in a forensic investi-
gation for facilitating automated computer forensics media
analysis tools. Other works that have investigated knowl-
edge representation for computer forensics include the au-
tomated detection of a computer forensic scenario, based
upon facts automatically derived from digital event logs us-
ing the Web Ontology Language (OWL)[42] and modelling
the forensic process through an abstract model of the dig-
ital forensic procedure based on flow-based specification
methodology [3]. Structured Threat Information Expression
(STIX) is a standard language and serialization format used
to exchange cyber threat intelligence (CTI)[5]. More re-
cently, CASE - Cyber-investigation Analysis Standard Ex-
pression (CASE) -a community-developed evolving stan-
dard that provides a structured (ontology-based) specifica-
tion for representing information commonly analyzed and
exchanged by people and systems during investigations in-
volving digital evidence[10].
2.3. Gaps in Literature

Having reviewed the literature on maintaining trans-
parency, integrity and authenticity for modern digital foren-
sics and incident response, we present gaps in the literature
that forms the facets of the contribution of this research pa-
per.

• Security incident response platforms have received
little consideration in terms of applicability of tech-
niques proposed in the literature. This is a huge
gap because while the information security commu-
nity and legal bodies have moved to platforms such
as MISP - Malware Internet Sharing Platform[47],
Cerebo[12], the Hive project[1] etc. that enables re-
sponders to establish and develop effective collabora-
tive incident response and investigation across mul-
tiple organizations, most works in literature have not
considered this huge shift in DFIR. As organisations
must deal with security incidents that need to be in-
vestigated and acted upon swiftly, SIRPs are gaining
popularity. Hence, there is a need for a measure that
provides transparency, integrity, and auditability of
SIRPs.

• Furthermore, works in the literature mostly focus on
evidence management which is just a component in
the major SIRPs. To combat cybercrime, SOC and
CERT analysts must do more than manage evidence.
For example, there is the need for an electronic chain
on the actions performed on the evidence, the re-
sults of the actions, instruments that produced the ev-
idence etc. Also, evidence management is automat-
ically done in SIRPs. Additionally, the focus of the
literature is not concerned with a standard format that
addresses the contextual information surrounds the
evidential artifact. We propose a robust approach that
captures the different elements of an investigation in
SIRPs and provides methods and techniques in distill-
ing the requirements for a blockchain framework to
improve authenticity and integrity in SIRPs.

• Lastly, the investigative actions examined in works
of literature do not entirely capture the process in-
volved in investigating security incidents. For ex-
ample, the actions considered are evidence creation
(stores a new evidence entry in the blockchain), evi-
dence transfer (transfer ownership of evidence), evi-
dence deletion (removes an evidence entry), evidence
display (returns the information in the evidence entry)
and evidence storage (stores the evidence in a storage
medium). The objective of this research is to provide
blockchain framework requirements for storing trans-
actions related to the creation and life cycle of an in-
vestigation.

The current state of the art in digital forensics has pri-
marily focused on the acquisition of evidence and evidence
management (maintaining a chain of custody and evidence
chain). Here, we present a new challenge in digital foren-
sics: a blockchain-based chain of evidence action. The goal
is to present techniques for the development of an immutable
recording of the processing of digital evidence in a way that
can be queried to attest to the integrity of the chain of evi-
dence actions, using an open-source incident response man-
agement as a technology example.
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3. Motivation
This section builds on the gaps in the literature and ex-

plains the motivation for using SIRPs as the domain of in-
vestigation and also the limitations of current solutions and
how this paper proposes to improve upon the authenticity,
consistency and transparency of incident response manage-
ment solutions.

• Most works focus on tamper-proof evidence
blockchain ledger. The focus is often on digital
evidence, its preservation and maintaining chain of
custody which is limited in an ideal SIRP. There is
contextual information that surrounds evidence that
is often not accounted for. For example, there is a
need to know the actions that have been performed on
the evidence, what tools were used on the evidence,
what were the results of the analysis of the evidence,
where was the artifact from? How was it sourced?
What investigation yielded the artifact? Who worked
on the evidence? etc. These are some of the usual
processes of an investigation and preserving evidence
is just but a component of it. Evidence does not
exist in isolation. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the first to propose utilising a blockchain
ledger framework for recording investigative actions
and their associated metadata in security incident re-
sponse management. The goal is to store information
and transactions relating to the creation and processes
of investigation.

• Furthermore, even though some SIRPs e.g., TheHive
SIRP produces audit trail logs, there is the question
of data minimization and completion. "Can all the
details of TheHive logs be regarded as forensic and
investigation actions?" There is a need for a standard
structured format that captures forensic and investiga-
tive actions in SIRPs.

• Also, most SIRPs e.g., TheHive have task logs that
show actions conducted on a case. However, these
task logs can be deleted. For example, if someone
does something they should not be doing on the plat-
form like doing some personal investigation, target-
ing someone or even planting evidence. Having an
unchangeable log that maintains consistency, trans-
parency and integrity prevents the occurrence of tam-
pering or deleting the logs, as the blockchain ledger is
an append-only structure.

• Another motivation for this research is the need for
independent verification. Anyone (e.g., a judicial au-
thority) can retrieve the provenance record from the
blockchain ledger. For example, if a judge asks a se-
curity investigator, "How did you come to this con-
clusion based on the evidence?". The appropriate re-
sponse would be a demonstration of the list of actions
that were performed by a direct agent and indirect

participants upon a direct object during the entire
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Figure 1: TheHive Architecture.

investigation process[21]. Optionally, this happens at
a location with the help of an inanimate instrument

or object that helped the agent to act. The execution
of the action may produce a result while maintaining
the integrity of the evidence. This necessitates a need
for a framework for blockchain ledger for SIRPs that
captures the key elements for security investigations
that led to a conclusion. This allows for independent
verification and transparency.

As discussed earlier, most works have focused on main-
taining the integrity of the evidence which is just a compo-
nent in building a tamper-proof blockchain ledger for secu-
rity incident response platforms. The focus of this research
work is to take a holistic look at events in a SIRP and pro-
pose methodologies and frameworks for the application of
blockchain to aid security investigations. We argue for the
need to capture the where, when, what, why and how the
security incident investigation was conducted. While our
work has focused on TheHive (architecture in Figure 1) as
the choice of security incident response platform for demon-
strating the proposed techniques and methods, we believe
that the approaches and techniques proposed can be adapted
to other incident response management solutions. The goal
of this paper is to demonstrate the utilisation of blockchain
for maintaining transparency, consistency, and integrity in
security incident response platforms.

4. Distillation Process
As already discussed, blockchain has been utilised for

modern digital forensics with the specific aim of managing
evidence and maintaining the sustainability of CoC based
on a distributed ledger. However, these approaches have not
been translated into concrete system requirements or design
artefacts for SIRPs (cf Section 2 and Section 3). The primary
aim of distillation is not only to equip and assist forensic
tools engineers with analytical tools and techniques but also
to provide guidance on the extraction of blockchain require-
ments from investigating TheHive open-source SIRP, which
can be used in the design of systems where blockchain ser-
vice will run in critical infrastructures as a proactive measure
for recording actions in incident response and investigation.
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Identifying and Extracting
Actions on Security Incient
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Figure 2: Proposed Framework for Distilling Blockchain Requirements for Security Incident
Response Management

4.1. Proposed Framework
The proposed framework for distilling the requirements

for utilising the blockchain technology for security incident
response management platforms is shown in Figure 2. The
different steps that make up the framework are highlighted
below:

• Step 1 - Identifying and Extracting Actions on the
SIRP: In this step, the actions that are available on
the incident response platform are identified and ex-
tracted. This identification involves identifying the
key elements or objects of the SIRPs and the associ-
ated actions. Lastly, this stage involves identifying the
model definition of these key objects and extracting
the allowable attributes (required, optional, backend-
generated etc.) associated with the object. This would
help in building a standard format structure of forensic
and investigate actions associated with each object.

• Step 2 - Audit Records of Actions: The extraction of
the records of the actions and operations performed
in the SIRP is done in this stage. All operations are
recorded in the database e.g.elastic storage. The goal
of this step is to query directly the underlying stor-
age using a search engine to get access to specific logs
of interest. Another approach could be leveraging the
webhooks functionality such that each action and op-
eration performed on the SIRP can be sent to an HTTP
endpoint in real-time. This stage also involves defin-
ing the model definition of the extracted audit records.

• Step 3A - Actions Key Filter: This stage involves fil-
tering the logs based on the elements within the SIRP
and trigger the corresponding payload. The objective
is to extract all the elements of the SIRP, the opera-
tions that can be performed on them and the status of
the operations. The key objects, operations and possi-
ble state of the objects make up the allowable actions
within the SIRP.

• Step 3B - SIRP Actions Payload: The next step is to
create payloads for the identified actions. For every
action that can be listened to, a payload of forensic
and investigative elements that translates to transac-
tions based on the type of object, operation and status

associated with the action is designed. For example,
the specific question this step aims to answer is, "What
forensic and investigative actions are transactions for
a specific event?". A case in point is considering the
different fields of interest required for a payload when
creating a case task compared to when running a job
on an observable using analyzers.

• Step 4 - Payload Transactions: The penultimate
stage is considering the definition of payload transac-
tions for a security incident case that needs to be stored
in the blockchain. For a security incident investiga-
tion, different actions would take place from the cre-
ation to the completion of the security case. While
the actions need to form part of the payload trans-
actions, there are other associated data for each ac-
tion. For example, according to schema.org, a collab-
orative community that creates, maintains, and pro-
mote schemas for structured data on the Internet by
authors in [21], an action may be performed by a di-
rect agent and indirect participants upon a direct ob-
ject. These actions may happen at a location with the
help of a tool and the execution of the action may pro-
duce a result while maintaining the integrity of the
security incident actions and observables. We pro-
pose that a payload transaction should be a combi-
nation of actions, tools, integrity of security inci-
dent actions and observables, results and additional

information(e.g. location of action). Asides from
creating an overall payload structure for the transac-
tion, this stage also involves defining a payload struc-
ture for the elements that make up the payload trans-
actions. This proposal is like the elements of stan-
dard acquisition audit information proposed by Casey
et al[10] in defining a forensic schema. The elements
are:

– Acquisition details (who, when, where)
– Tool configuration details
– Input device details
– Output file(s) and integrity hash values

• Step 5 - Blockchain Distributed Ledger: The fi-
nal step is to store the payload transactions into the
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blockchain. This stage requires a definition of the
structure of the blockchain. We would not go into the
definition and the operation of a blockchain, as that
has been extensively covered in the literature. How-
ever, the goal of this step is to show how blockchain
technology might be adapted for SIRPs for storing
transactions. Each block contains several elements
and is connected to its predecessor with a crypto-
graphically secured reference. The elements of a
block are generally separated into the block header and
its transactions. While the transactions in a block ac-
count for most of the data, the block header contains
essential metadata about each block, such as a times-
tamp and index. As discussed in Step 4, the transac-
tion would be standardized and composed of the fol-
lowing information - the actions, tools, integrity, re-
sults and additional information for a case or incident.

4.2. Adapting the Proposed Framework to
TheHive SIRP

In this section, we propose guidelines for adapting the
framework in Figure 2 to TheHive security incident plat-
form. The guidelines include identifying the key elements,
the model definition of the core components and audit
records, determining the available operations and status of
the objects, identifying the events that can be listened to,
defining the structure for the payload transactions, creating
associated payloads for each action within TheHive and fi-
nally, creating a blockchain structure for supporting SIRPs.
4.2.1. Identifying and Extracting the key components

There are different components of incident and forensics
management ranging from case management, observables
and findings to phase, expectation and task management[36,
15]. However, we focus on identifying and extracting the
core components provided by TheHive to enable security
teams to work more efficiently throughout the entire inves-
tigative lifecycle, reducing both the cost and risk posed by
the wide variety of events facing the organization today.

To achieve this, we studied TheHive documentation for
the API. TheHive exposes REST APIs through JSON over
HTTP. The core components are the following - Alert, Case,

Observable, Task, Log, User, Connectors - MISP and Cortex

(Job, Analyzer). Cortex can be manipulated through The-
Hive with JSON over HTTP. The key components within
TheHive are defined as follows:

• Alert: TheHive can receive alerts from multiple
sources: email notifications, security information and
event management (SIEM), IDS/IPS (Intrusion Detec-
tion Systems and Intrusion Prevention Systems), and
of course, one of several MISP instances through alert
feeders which consume security events generated by
the sources.

• User: These are users of the security incident re-
sponse platform - SOCs, CSIRTs, CERTs or any other
information security practitioner.

• Case: This is the logical container where investiga-
tions are organised. The container identifies each in-
vestigation and its associated information such as case
tasks, logs, observables, jobs, alerts etc[36, 15].

• Observable: These are artifacts or data generated
from investigations, such as email addresses, domain
names, hash values, IP addresses, PDF files, fqdn,
uri_path, user-agent. More complex observables such
as evidence from log analysis, forensic examination
and malware analysis can also be generated during
investigations[15]. In TheHive, observables can come
via case creation and adding observables to a case
(Case Observable). Observables can also be imported
from the analyzer output. If analyzers produce a set
of artifacts in their output (which is the case of several
existing ones), TheHive provides the ability to select
those artifacts very easily and add them to a case as
observables (Job Observables). Observables can also
be submitted from alerts to a case (Alert Observables).

• Log: Log of actions within a case or incident.
• Task: These are the series of stages that investigations

typically progress through to completion. They con-
tain case management expectations for investigations
and the tasks required to fulfil those expectations[15].
Every case task completed is a step towards case res-
olution.

• Analyzer: These are the various forensic tools and
technologies used for analysing observables within an
investigation. Utilising an analyser will depend on the
type and stages of investigations[36, 15]. The goal
of SIRPs is to connect and integrate these tools to
improve efficiency and fix intelligence seamlessly to-
gether so that all observables can be analysed and doc-
umented. Cortex is the observable analysis and active
response engine for TheHive with over 100 analyzers.

• Job: This is the process of running an investigative
analysis on an artifact using an analyzer. For each
analysis by an analyzer, a new cortex job is created.
There are three requirements to run a cortex job - a
cortex server, an artifact and an analyzer.

4.2.2. Audit Record of Actions
The methodology we explored for extracting the audit

records in TheHive is by configuring webhooks. TheHive
supports webhooks and when enabled, TheHive sends an
audit trail entry in JSON format to the HTTP endpoint for
each action performed on it. When webhooks are config-
ured, data can be sent to the HTTP endpoint. Webhooks
are configured using the webhook key in the configuration
file (/etc/thehive/application.conf by default). A minimal
configuration contains an arbitrary name and an URL. The
URL corresponds to the HTTP endpoint. Proxy and SSL
configurations can be added in the same manner as for MISP
or Cortex. Finally, we extracted the model definition of how
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Table 1

Distilling the TheHive elements into objects, operation, status, actions and payloads

objectType Operation Status Actions Payload for Actions

case
Creation
Update
Delete

Open
Resolved
Deleted

CaseCreation
CaseUpdate

case_new # New case created payload
case_delete # Case deleted payload
case_update # Case updated payload

case_task
Creation
Update

Waiting
InProgress
Completed
Cancel

CaseTaskCreation
CaseTaskUpdate

task_new # New case task created payload
task_update # Case task updated payload
task_delete # Case task deleted payload
task_complete # Case task completed payload

alert
Creation
Update

New
Updated
Ignored
Imported

AlertCreation
AlertUpdate

alert_new # alert created payload
alert_update # alert updated payload

case_artifact
Creation
Update
Delete

Ok
Deleted

CaseArtifactCreation
CaseArtifactUpdate

observable_new # New case observable created payload
observable_update # Case observable updated payload
observable_delete # Case observable deleted payload

case_artifact_job
Creation
Update

InProgress
Success
Failure

CaseArtifactJobCreation
CaseArtifactJobUpdate

observable_job_new # Case observable job created
observable_job_success # Successful job payload
observable_job_failure # Failed job payload

case_task_log
Creation
Update

Ok
Deleted

CaseTaskLogCreation
task_log_new # Case task log created payload
task_log_delete # Case task log deleted payload

TheHive stores its log. The details and object depends on
the objectType and operation involved. At creation, all the at-
tributes involved in the operation are recorded but for an up-
date, the only recorded attributes will be the key(s) of modi-
fied/updated fields and their corresponding value(s). This is
the same with the object field. For example, the attributes of
the object field would include updatedBy and updatedAt dur-
ing an update operation, but not for creation.
4.2.3. Action Events

This stage combines Actions Key Filter with SIRP

Actions Payload (cf Figure 3). To achieve this stage, we
identified the actions or events that can be listened to within
TheHive and disintegrated them into the different compo-
nents that makes up the action from the TheHive API.
The next step involved filtering the audit logs received
at the HTTP endpoint. The audit record can be filtered
with specific operation (Creation, Update etc.), regard-
ing specific objectType (case, case_task, case_artifact,

case_artifact_job etc.) or specific status (Ok, InProgress,

Failure, Success etc.). After identifying the actions and
the filters, payloads were designed to return fields of in-
terest in reaction to specific events. For example, if an
objectType is case_artifact and it’s an Update operation, then
the observable_update payload is called. Similarly, if a task is
completed, the task_complete payload is triggered as shown
in Table 1.
4.3. Payload Transactions

In the previous stage, we showed that the audit records
are filtered based on objectType, status and operation to
trigger the corresponding payload. However, this stage in-
volves defining a structure for the payload and as discussed
in Section 4, the transactions are the actions and the associ-
ated tools, integrity, results and additional information. This
stage is concerned is defining a structure for the actions and
the other components.

There are three proposed approaches to defining the
structure of the components of each transaction:

• schema.org - Schema.org vocabulary provides
schemas for structured data that cover entities,
relationships between entities and actions and can be
used with many different encodings, including RDFa,
Microdata and JSON-LD. The schemas of interest
are the ones relatable to the transaction components
defined for the SIRP and they include - Action

(https://schema.org/Action) and the associated prop-
erties - Instrument(https://schema.org/instrument),
result - (https://schema.org/result).

• Model Definition of Forensic Objects of the SIRP:
The required, optional and backend-generated at-
tributes of the SIRP elements. Understanding the at-
tributes of the incident management platform objects
is required in defining forensic and investigative ac-
tions recorded in each transaction.

• Standard Acquisition Audit Information: For au-
ditability, the elements of forensic audit information
are also considered in defining the details needed for
the investigative actions. Casey et al[10] proposed five
categories of audit information details required - ac-
quisition, instrument configuration, input, output, and
integrity.

• Model Definition of Audit Records of the SIRP: Fi-
nally, the attributes of the audit logs of the incident
response management platform is the last component
used for defining a structure for the payload transac-
tions. These are the attributes the platform records
whenever actions are performed.

Action
By combining these three components, we were able to

define a structure for the standard format of actions with
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Table 2

Proposed Standard Format for the Actions Payload within TheHive Case Management
System.

Property Description Example

name name of the action(item,job)
case creation : "title": (str(data['object']['title']))
observable: "New "+(str(data['object']['dataType']))

performer
The direct performer/driver of the action i.e. the user
carrying out the action - creation, update, etc.

observable creation: �author�: "Created by "+(str
(data['object']['createdBy']))

startDate The start date of the action. Hive_object: �startDate� : (str(data['object']['startDate']))
endDate The end date of the action Hive_object: �endDate� : (str(data['object']['endDate']))
rootId The identi�er of the root parent of the object Hive_object: "rootId": (str(data['rootId']))
objectId Identi�er for the object Hive_object: "objectId": (str(data['objectId']))
toolId Identi�er of the instrument used Hive_object: (str(data['object']['analyzerId']))
toolVersion Version of the analyzer(tool, instrument) used. Hive_object: (str(data['object']['analyzerName'].split('_'))[-2:]))
artifactId id of the artifact to analyze (input) Hive_object: (str(data['object']['artifactId']))
cortexId identi�er of the cortex server (environment) Hive_object: (str(data['object']['cortexId']))
cortexJobId identi�er of the cortex job (environment) Hive_object: (str(data['object']['cortexJobId']))

reports results of action executed e.g artifacts, hashes etc. Hive_object: "reports": (str(data['object']['report']))

timestamp An external timestamp of the transaction Hive_object: "timestamp": (str(data['timestamp']))

its associated properties like tools, results, and integrity in-
formation. Defining an action involved identifying the at-
tributes in the action schema and combining it with the at-
tributes of actions stored in TheHive records whenever an
action is performed. This process defines a list of forensic
attributes for actions. The payloads for tools, results and in-
tegrity involves extracting forensic attributes from the model
definition of the corresponding hive objects. Similar to the
way the Actions schema has its properties and also inherited
properties from the Thing schema (the most generic type of
item) in [21], the tools, results, integrity also inherits
properties from the standard action structure proposed while
possessing their distinct payload properties.

Table 1 shows the proposed schema for the Actions pay-
load within TheHive where data represents logs received
from listening to actions performed on it.
Tool

The other associated components with the actions are the
tools payload. The instrument(tool) is the object that helped
the user(agent) to act, which in this case are analyzers. As we
have also discussed earlier, the actions may produce results.
For results to be produced, a job must be created to run on
the artifacts. The job analyzes the artifact and sends the re-
sults/report of that operation back to the analyzer. Therefore,
there needs to be a payload for the details of the associated
tool and job. Defining the structure of the payloads involved
capturing the attributes of the Analyzer and Job objects.

By recording additional metadata such as tools used and
their attributes in the electronic chain of forensic actions
stored in the blockchain, provenance is provided and main-
tained. In this way, the ledger could be useful when pro-
ducing digital forensic results using a given tool or which
evidential sources might have been affected by a bug in a
particular version of a tool.
Integrity

To define a payload for integrity information for the
blockchain, we investigate observable operation within The-

Hive and the attachment attribute. Observable creation in the
Hive management system cannot contain data and attach-
ment attributes e.g., name, hashes [SHA256, SHA1, MD5],
size, content type, id etc. They are generated automatically
by TheHive for integrity.
Result

The output of an analyzer depends on the success or fail-
ure of its execution. Processing digital evidence might result
in the generation of other artifacts.
4.4. Blockchain Support

The blockchain-based framework is proposed to ensure
the integrity of digital forensic investigative actions and ev-
idence data is maintained. The goal of the blockchain is to
record activities of performing any action on a case in the
incident response management platform in a chronological
way. It works as an independently verifiable electronic chain
of actions ledger using blockchain technology.

As shown in Figure 3, each block would correspond to
each security incident case with a chronological list of all the
actions, tools, integrity, results and additional information
associated with the case from creation to resolution. Also,
the cases would be stored chronologically in their order of
creation on the SIRP to the blockchain.
4.5. Blockchain Implementation Details

Utilising blockchain for digital investigation platforms is
to provide dependable and secure incident management sys-
tems such that chain of evidence processing and integrity
tracking can be maintained. One of the advantages is the
existence of a chain of custody log and reporting that are
compliant with admissibility following digital forensic stan-
dards. In addition, the immutable recording of the process-
ing of digital evidence can be queried to attest to the integrity
of the chain of evidence actions. There are different steps
and technical details involved with building blockchain so-
lutions. However, two key steps that are non-negotiable in-
clude
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Figure 3: Schematic of a blockchain for SIRP with three blocks, separated into block
headers and its transactions.

• Identifying a use case - This involves clarifying and
organizing business needs with a detailed descrip-
tion of the sequence of actions performed by the
blockchain solution that provides value to the stake-
holders.

• Developing a proof of concept, which often involves
the theoretical build-up, selecting a blockchain plat-
form, prototype, architecture etc.

The goal of this section is to provide a detailed technical im-
plementation of the blockchain to demonstrate how it can be
generalized to other incident management systems. While
we have presented the modelling to characterize the data,
we proceed to show how it can be adapted to systems other
than TheHive. Specifically, we highlight the requirements
for a blockchain use case and proof of concept for digital
investigation platforms.
4.5.1. USE CASE

In defining a blockchain use case for digital investiga-
tion platforms, the goal is to identify the stakeholders and
the architecture of the blockchain. These business needs for
digital investigation platforms might include defining the ac-
tors on the blockchain network and identifying the actions,
interactions or roles of these stakeholders within the net-
work. Clarifying the business needs also involves determin-
ing the data models on the ledger, the world states of the
ledger and their structural definition, defining the smart con-
tract logic for asset protocols and action, APIs for exposing
blockchain functionality etc. To utilise blockchain for main-
taining chain of evidence action and integrity tracking, the
assets are digital and non-digital evidence. Specifically, a
blockchain use case for digital investigation platforms would
involve identifying components for defining and tracking ev-
idence collection and processing protocols for forensic work-
flows. These requirements will allow law enforcement of-
ficers, digital forensic practitioners, and other process own-
ers to define, manage and automate evidence acquisition and

processing protocols to ensure the integrity and legal com-
pliance of digital evidence data.
Investigative Actions

In Table 3, scenarios that describe the usage of
blockchain including the operator view, access, incident
management actions etc in digital investigations. For each
of the investigative actions, the potential data structure that
is going to be sent to the blockchain is also depicted.
States and Transactions

For all blockchain use cases, there are conceptual objects
of value, modelled as states, whose life cycle transitions are
described by transactions. For example, as shown in Table 1,
the business objects often involve three life cycle transitions
to represent the operations in the incident management sys-
tems. These transitions are creation, update, and deletion.
An effective analysis of states and transactions is an essen-
tial starting point for successful blockchain implementation.
For a generic incident management platform, the object tran-
sition for digital evidence is depicted in Figure 4. Digital
evidence transition between acquisition,creation, process-
ing and completion states by means of the acquire, create,
process and complete transactions.
Persona

These are the blockchain stakeholders and actors on the
blockchain network. Some of these business entities are:

• Primary Users - This is the business entity responsi-
ble for creating cases and processing digital evidence.
Examples are law enforcement agents, digital forensic
practitioners etc.

• External Validator - The business entity that ac-
cesses and queries block information. This is a third-
party stakeholder guaranteeing the integrity of the
processing of the digital evidence log. A potential ex-
ternal validator can be the judiciary, independent dig-
ital forensic analyst etc. The role of such a validator is
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Table 3

Investigative Actions and Assets for Utilising Blockchain in Incident Management Platforms

Investigative Actions Data Structure of Asset

Investigator acquires evidence e.g
data extraction and processing from
a rawdisk image retrieved during a
search and seizure.

- evidenceID: unique identi�er of the evidence
- hashes: integrity hash values of the evidence
(SHA256, SHA1, MD5)
- uri: location in storage (hdfs path, storage link)
- owner: user id of evidence acquisitor
- timestamp: date-time of evidence acqusition
- other optional evidence metadata

Investigator creates digital and non-
digital evidence and uploads them to
the incident management platform
as part of a case

- evidenceID: unique identi�er of the evidence
- caseID: id of the case the evidence belongs
- performer: id of the investigator that creates/
uploads the evidence
- timestamp: date-time of evidence creation

Investigator processes digital evidence
using forensic tools on the platform e.g
running ML forensic tools on child
sexual abuse material evidence, tracking
acquired IP addresses and location

- evidenceID: unique identi�er of the evidence
- tool con�guration details: version, id, model
- job environment: server details, con�guration
- performer: investigator id of evidence analyst
- timestamp: start and end date of the processing
- output: id/hashes of evidence generated

Investigator accesses evidence storage
e.g opening a �le etc.

- evidenceID: unique identi�er of the evidence
- action: Update, Transfer, Query, Delete, Display
- timestamp: date of action
- performer: investigatorID

Investigator sends blocks/transactions
from private blockchain to a public
blockchain

- name/identi�er of the blockchain used
- hash of the block
- block date/time
- performer
- receipt details of transfer

Acquisition Creation Processing
acquire create process

Completion
complete

Figure 4: State Transition Diagram for Digital Evidence

to retrieve the provenance record for any given asset
or business object from the blockchain ledger, which
contains the current value and the transaction history.

Sources of Data
These are the defined data sources of transactions that

serve as input for the blockchain smart contract. Potential
sources for the payload transactions include:

• Audit trail logs of the incident management platform.
• System storage logs of digital evidence data and meta-

data.
• External HTTP, REST services or other third-

party components: These third-party components
are API implementations that deliver payloads that are
formatted in HTML, XML or JSON. They provide
data that are external to the blockchain. One way to
implement calling third-party services is to define a
transaction processor function within the transaction
logic of the blockchain. Another approach is pulling
the data at the client application level and then updat-
ing it on the blockchain.

Key Components
The key features of a blockchain solution for digital in-

vestigative actions would include:
• Evidence Transaction Protocols - This allows digital

investigation practitioners, which represents the pro-
cess owner entity to define and manage protocols for
the lifecycle of evidence. These are allowable trans-
actions, operations, and actions on digital evidence.

• Evidence Ledger - This will record all the activities
and actions on digital evidence for auditability, prove-
nance and integrity-tracking.

• Third-party Audit - All evidence processing actions
must be auditable by third parties. For example, regu-
lators might need to track the acquisition details, tool
configuration, integrity values, output hashes etc. for
a specific evidence ID or user ID for provenance.

• View Access - Only accounts with view access rights
are allowed to interrogate the ledger and service.
Blockchain solutions for digital investigation plat-
forms may include confidential information, so only
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accounts with predefined access rights are allowed to
view and interrogate them.

• Validation Access - Only nodes with validation rights
are allowed to validate transactions (transfer of digital
evidence, update digital evidence asset etc.).

This section has shown a typical blockchain use case
adopted for digital investigation platforms in understanding
the business needs. After defining persona, sources of trans-
action payloads, key components, investigative actions, data
models, ledger states and transitions, the next stage in the
implementation process is the discussion of the technical de-
tails of the proof of concept.
4.5.2. PROOF OF CONCEPT

In this section, we describe two key requirements for a
proof of concept, namely, selecting a blockchain platform
and architecture.
Selecting a Blockchain Platform

In selecting a blockchain platform, there are some op-
tions to consider. The platform can be public or private
and they can be permissioned or permissionless. The ac-
cess, data handling, transaction speed, consensus, transac-
tion cost, immutability, and efficiency of the blockchain so-
lution would depend on whether it’s a public or a private
blockchain. However, since the goal of the research is to
distil blockchain requirements for digital investigations that
could be very sensitive, require confidentiality and security
of the users involved, the proposed blockchain solution has
to be private, the consensus has to be permissioned and sup-
port smart contracts. At the heart of a smart contract is a set
of transaction definitions and protocols. To this end, public
blockchains like Bitcoin and Ethereum do not fit the case,
while Hyperledger Fabric of Linux Foundation fits the case
because they are private, permissioned and allows a smart
contract logic. Public blockchains can be accessed by any-
one and the data handling involves read and writes access for
anyone.

However, the Hyperledger Fabric provides a member-
ship identity service (MISP) defined within their endorse-
ment policies for identity and wallet management of network
participants. It sets up a wallet to hold the credentials of the
application user for managing IDs and authenticating partic-
ipants in the network. With Hyperledger Fabric blockchain,
new blocks can be added to the blockchain without requiring
protocols like Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS),
Proof of Space which is energy and time intensive. By using
an agreed consensus mechanism, faster transaction speed,
low transaction cost and high efficiency can be guaranteed
in the Fabric blockchain. In crime scene investigations, par-
ticularly in digital forensic investigations; privacy, authen-
ticity, and trustworthiness of practitioners of organizations
are non-negotiable requirements, which makes a private per-
missioned blockchain a preferred deployment architecture.
Nevertheless, a public blockchain can be used alongside a
private blockchain for external verification and validation.

Network Participants

SIRP Blockchain
Application e.g. Web,
Mobile, other types

SIRP Blockchain
RESTful APIs

Network Architecture
(Channel)

Smart
Contract

BlockChain

Figure 5: Network Participants Interacting with a Blockchain
solution for Incident Response Management Platforms

This can be done by sending some transactions or blocks
from the private blockchain to a public blockchain for cross-
validation. For external integrity verification of blockchain
solutions, timestamped provenance records stored in the
public blockchain can be used to verify the integrity of the
life cycle transitions of the digital evidence as described by
the transactions.
Blockchain Architecture

As shown in Figure 5, the architecture of the blockchain
solution comprises of the following key components:

• The smart contract that executes on the peer node for
querying data and invoking transactions on the net-
work.

• A RESTful API that uses client SDK to interact with
the network and exposes the functions provided by
the chaincode. For example, the Hyperledger Fab-
ric Client SDK provides APIs for creating and join-
ing channels, installing, and instantiating chaincode,
querying data or invoking transactions etc.

• A user interface application that calls the API pro-
vided by the REST APIs. This architecture demon-
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strates a loose coupling of the blockchain solution so
that the end-user is not exposed to the inner workings
of the network.

In summary, the user interacts with the application that
uses REST resources of the RESTful API to connect via the
SDK to access the block information and storage. The trans-
action ledger defines the network-shared transaction data,
the smart contract is the network-shared transaction logic
while the application is the organization-specific applica-
tion logic. The transaction ledger, transaction and applica-
tion logic are all connected via the network communication
mechanism, which is the network channel. To provide the
proof of concept, we used two approaches. In the first ap-
proach, a blockchain is developed from scratch using python
with a naive consensus algorithm and proof of work (cf Sec-
tion 5.1), while in the second implementation, a private per-
missioned blockchain - the Hyperledger Fabric technology
is adopted (cf Section 5.2).

5. Case Studies
5.1. Blockchain Implementation From Scratch

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed frame-
work, the following settings were configured and imple-
mented for examining some use cases within TheHive.

• We installed and configured TheHive, Cortex and
Elasticsearch locally. Both TheHive and Cortex rely
on Elasticsearch (ES) for storage. After the configu-
rations, the three tools were started as a service. Af-
ter Cortex has successfully started, we downloaded
Cortex-Analyzers, edited the configuration file then set
the analyzer path to Cortex-Analyzers/analyzers and
Cortex-Analyzers/responders. TheHive is exposed on
9000/tcp port and Cortex on 9001/tcp. Finally, we in-
tegrated the TheHive with Cortex. While TheHive can
have observables and Cortex can feed various IOCs
to its analysers as standalone systems, the integration
was done to have the results from Cortex feed directly
into TheHive.

• We configured a webhook for the audit records in The-
Hive by adding the settings to TheHIve configuration
file (/etc/thehive/application.conf by default).

• Finally we implemented a blockchain application with
936 lines of code in python to run as the Flask web
receiver for the logs from TheHive. This code serves
two functions - it contains the blockchain framework
implementation and the payloads for the actions. The
blockchain has three endpoints of interest:

1. /pending_tx: takes the raw audit records from
TheHive.

2. /mine: responsible for filtering the audit logs
and calling the corresponding payloads before
adding them to the blockchain.

3. /chain - displays the blockchain that contains a
chain of mined transactions. This endpoint re-
turns the node’s copy of the chain.

4. /register_node - endpoint to add new peers to
the network.

Case Scenario - Blockchain-based evidence chain
action and integrity tracking using the Hive.

The applicability of the proposed approach is demon-
strated by providing details of how blockchain as a service
can be deployed in incident response platforms. The goal is
to design a blockchain solution using the Hive for the im-
mutable recording of the processing of digital evidence that
can be queried to attest to the chain of custody integrity. This
case scenario within TheHive would require several actions
that include case creation, observables creation, and running
analyzers on an observable within a case.

To achieve this, we created a case within the Hive with
multiple observables and ran multiple jobs with different an-
alyzers and observables to demonstrate a blockchain-based
evidence chain action. Firstly, the transactions were listened
to and stored in pending_tx. Secondly, since we are inter-
ested in the immutable processing of digital evidence, the
transactions were filtered for objectType, case_artifact_job.
This is because the object type is responsible for handling
the processing of digital evidence by analyzers. Further-
more, since the goal is on actions performed on evidence,
we were also only recording successful and Failed actions
on the Update operations. These are triggered by observ-
able_job_success and observable_job_failure, which are the
respective payloads for successful and failed jobs. After
the filtering has been done, the necessary records are added
to the blockchain. The unfiltered transaction contains 128
objectType, status and operation. After the filtering has been
done, the successful and failed jobs are added as transactions
into the case block in the blockchain. For this particular case
scenario, there were 50 transactions (Fig 6) within the case
comprising of successful and failed processing of digital ev-
idence. The full unfiltered transaction to demonstrate this
payload and the full schematic of the blockchain is avail-
able1.

We have demonstrated the process involved in adopting
the proposed requirements framework for blockchain sup-
port in cyber threat intelligence and security incident re-
sponse solutions. In the case scenario, five chronological
processes would be repeated over time involved as demon-
strated in the transaction payload. The first process involves
the creation of a case, followed by the creation of the ob-
servable, while the third process concerns the action of cre-
ating a job and selecting an analyzer to run the job. The
fourth process is an update on the job. Here, the payload is
transactions based on whether the analysis was successful or
not. Finally, the artifact gets updated with the details of the
job and the report. In this case, the goal of the blockchain
service was to focus on the immutable recording of the pro-

1https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1wI7wJY7KxluQEfx19WQFQN_Sq0bacCaG?usp=sharing
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Figure 6: JSON Script for Evidence Processing Blocks.

cessing of digital evidence. This then led to focusing on ac-
tions within the Hive responsible for the processing of digital
evidence, which is the Case_Artifact_Update and the neces-
sary payloads were triggered for the block transactions of
the case. However, different blockchain use case scenarios
would require different components as distilled in Table 1.
5.2. HyperLedger Fabric Implementation

Furthermore, we also implemented this prototype using
the HyperLedger Fabric blockchain infrastructure, which
is a permissioned blockchain[26]. The block object
in the Hyperledger has the following object structure -
header(number, previous_hash, data_hash), data - an ar-
ray of signatures and payload and metadata - an array of
#SIGNATURES, #LAST_CONFIG #TRANSACTIONS_FILTER. The Block
may also contain details about the channel configuration or
transactions on the channel[27]. The key elements in the
hyperledger fabric for a blockchain developer are the chain
code (smart contract) and the client application. As shown
in Figure 7, the client application can invoke calls within the
smart contract through an SDK, the calls are processed by
the business logic implemented into the chain code (smart
contract) and an application can receive ledger updates and
access block information in the block storage[26, 18]. In
summary, the application makes calls implemented to the
blockchain network, invoking transactions implemented in
the smart contract, while the smart contract implements
transactions that involve interactions with the ledger. Smart
contracts are used by applications to query and update the
ledger. For every application call, there is a corresponding
smart contract function.

The definition of the digital evidence processing structure
as shown in Figure 8, comprises the attributes of the ac-
tions payload proposed in Table 2. The prototype was imple-
mented with a fabric-sample two organization test-network
setup with two peers, ordering service, and two certificate

Client
Application

SDK

Smart
Contract

txn txn txn

BlockWorld state
BlockChain

'get', 'put', 'delete' recorded

acesses

submits

Ledger

Peer

event

event

emits

emits

Figure 7: Interaction between a client application and Smart
Contract in Hyperledger Fabric[18, 26].

Figure 8: Proposed Digital Evidence Processing Structure.

authorities. The proposed evidence chain action model com-
prises seven basic functions for creating, deleting, transfer-
ring, querying, updating, and displaying the evidence infor-
mation from the Blockchain. The functions are described
briefly below.

• Evidence Processing Asset Exist - This is a basic
function that checks if the evidence processing asset
with the given ArtifiactId exists in the world state.
This is useful for the other primitive functions. For
example, it is used when creating another Evidence
Processing asset to first check whether the evidence
exists with the same ArtifactId to avoid creating du-
plicate evidence processing assets. Other transactions
use this baseline function as the first check before car-
rying out the transactions defined in their function.

• Evidence Processing Asset Creation - This func-
tion creates a new evidence processing asset to the
world state with the given asset details as arguments.
As demonstrated in the previous implementation that
uses Flask web server in python for the blockchain, the
evidence processing asset creation endpoint can also
be a wrapper to a REST API endpoint that takes JSON
object as input. The web server will wait for the re-
quests and process the request as key-value properties
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Table 4

Implemented Nodejs REST APIs for accessing ledger and block information

URI HTTP Method Result
initLedger GET Initialize a set of asset data
getAllAssets GET Show list of all the assets
readAssets/artifactId GET Display details of an evidence
createAsset POST Add details of a new evidence
transferAsset POST Transfers the asset to a new owner
updateAsset POST Update an asset with new details
assetExists/artifactId GET Checks whether an evidence exists
deleteAsset/artifactId DELETE Delete an existing artifact
getChainInfo GET Show blockchain information to users
getBlockByNumber/number GET Shows the block data of a sequence number
getBlockByHash/blockhash GET Displays the block data of a block hash
getBlockByTxID GET Show Block details of the queried transaction
getTransactionByID GET Shows transaction details to a user

of the asset.
• Display Evidence Processing Asset - This function

returns the evidence processing asset stored in the
world state with the given ArtifactId.

• Update Evidence Processing Asset - This function
updates an existing evidence processing asset in the
world state with the provided parameters. As stated
earlier, this function also benefits by first calling the
EvidenceProcessingAssetExist function to check if the
given ArtifactId exists.

• Delete Evidence Processing Asset - This function
deletes an evidence processing asset with the given
ArtifactId from the world state.

• Transfer Evidence Processing Asset: - This updates
the owner field of the evidence processing asset with
the given ArtifactId in the world state. This function
takes as input the ArtifactId and the new Owner.

• Get All EvidenceProcessing Assets - This returns all
evidence processing assets found in the world state.

Finally, we use the Query System Chaincode (QSCC)
to allow the application query and access block in-
formation. As described in the Hyperldeger and the
Nodejs SDK documentation[27, 26], provides meth-
ods such as GetChainInfo (Get blockchain informa-
tion), GetBlockByNumber (Get block data by block num-
ber.), GetBlockByHash (Get block data by block hash),
GetTransactionByID (Get transaction data by transaction ID)
and GetBlockByTxID (Get block data by transaction ID.) so
that client applications can query blocks and transactions
stored in block storage. Similar to the implementation in
Section 5.1 using endpoints, a fabric application can also
access block information using REST APIs that exposes the
functionality of the blockchain, as shown in Table 4.

In Figure 9, we showed an example of the block object
returned using the GetBlockByNumber. The GetBlockByNum-
ber method was used to obtain serialized blocks and the

command executed gets the block with sequence number
3 from the channel. As discussed earlier, the Block is
an object of a fully decoded protobuf message "Block".
Further methods can be used to obtain the different com-
ponent of the block object structure shown in Figure such
as using block.header.number.toString() to get the block
number, block.header.data_hash.toString(’hex’) to get the
data hash of the block, block.data.data.length to get the
number of transactions, including the invalid transactions,
block.data.data[0].payload.header.channel_header.tx_id

to get the Id of the first transaction in the block etc. Figure
10 shows the usage of Nodejs REST APIs to access block
information. The activity by a user on the user interface
application results in a REST API call to the RESTful API
server. The RESTful API uses the Hyperledger Fabric
Client SDK to interact with the Fabric network to invoke a
transaction or query data.
5.3. Distributed Ledger Technology Solution

The purpose of using the distributed ledgers is two-fold.
The first function is for storing pointers (e.g. payloads
defining standard acquisition audit information, digital ev-
idence metadata etc.) hosted and served in the storage layer
(e.g. a distributed file system(IPFS), enterprise software-
defined storage solution or any other off-chain key-value
store). On the other hand, it can also be used to support
self-sovereign identities and verifiable credentials. Using
the general-purpose ledger for storing evidence action lo-
gistics allow privacy of the processing of digital evidence,
efficient data discovery and subsequent auditing. With the
proposed blockchain framework, maintaining a chain of ev-
idence action while tracking the integrity of evidence pro-
cessing is achievable.

Payloads(attributes) from evidence action transactions are
stored on-chain to facilitate the discovery of the provenance
of the evidence data by applications or users of other nodes.
By storing these pointers on the ledger, they serve as proof
to ensure that a transaction is made thereby ensuring trans-
parency in case of auditing of the transaction history across
the network. The goal of the case scenario presented in this
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Figure 9: Querying the Block Storage for Block Number 3 using QSCC.

section is to provide a proof of concept to demonstrate how
the blockchain technology can be used as a service for the
immutable recording of the processing of digital evidence
in a way that it can be queried to attest to the integrity of the
chain of evidence action transactions on digital investigative
platforms (e.g., TheHive Security Incident Response Plat-
form). In this paper, we have employed blockchain as a basic
building block to increase transparency for the processing of
digital evidence in digital investigation platforms.

6. Discussion
We have focused on blockchain support for cyber threat

intelligence and incident management platform solutions.
However, blockchain support for external transactions is be-
yond the scope of this paper and it is now being considered
for future work. By external transactions, we refer to trans-
actions that may happen outside the platform but still need
to be part of the blockchain because they occur during a col-
laborative investigation. The reason for this possibility as
Garfinkel[17] argued, is that "digital forensics is concerned
with the totality of information that can be stored or trans-
mitted using computer systems and any computer used for
any purpose might need to be analyzed as part of a security
incident investigation".

While we have considered observable creation in TheHive
platform, it can also be external e.g., observables generated
from an external system that needs to be ingested into the
incidence management platform. A case in point is the anal-
ysis of disk images, memory dumps, network packet cap-
tures, program executables, office documents, web pages,
container files, or any information that might be found on
a computer or sent over a network during an investigation.
Because of the diversity of data types that need to be pro-
cessed and analyzed in DFIR, observable creation can be ex-
ternal to the incident response management platform. This
type of transaction may need to be prepared for ingestion
to the platform for analysis. Incident response platforms
are not one-size-fits-all for data types, neither are the ana-
lyzers absolute in extracting artifacts from jobs. Without a
standard format of knowledge representation and discovery
for observables amongst forensic tools, interoperability may
prove difficult. One way to address this problem is through

an engagement of forensic tool developers with the knowl-
edge representation and discovery of forensic and investiga-
tive actions community, like CASE[10], to have a robust
and standardized model definition for the key components
of incident response management for interoperability. This
would help with data ingestion into the cyber threat intelli-
gence and incident response management solutions from ex-
ternal components. For example, Cyber-investigation Anal-
ysis Standard Expression (CASE - https://caseontology.org/)
already provided knowledge representation for forensic ele-
ments such as provenance information, device, location, call
log, mobile device and sim card, SMS, and contacts, EXIF
(Exchangeable Image File Format) data, forensic lifecycle,
bulk extractor forensic path etc.

Another future work that this research has opened is the
verification of reports from analyzers before storing them in
the transactions of a block. Imagine a scenario where an
analyzer is faulty, and as a result, the report generated ver-
bose data that has nothing to do with the artifact being an-
alyzed. For example, an analyzer sending terabyte streams
of data that just crashes the blockchain and the storage me-
dia. This might have more to do with incident platforms sub-
jecting tools integration to requirements testing and valida-
tion. However, we believe verifying reports integrity of in-
struments used to performing forensic actions(analyzers) is a
worthy research area to consider when building blockchain
support for cyber threat intelligence and incident manage-
ment platforms.

While we have provided the basic requirements needed
for building blockchain support for incident platforms, other
extensions can be implemented for independent verification.
Such possible extensions may include generating a PDF
proof document for the transaction and the use of a public
blockchain ledger to prove the integrity of the secure ledger
itself as proposed in [8] and [28] for cross and reverse ver-
ification. The receipt can contain a QR code with a URL
for each block in the ledger such that when someone scans
the code, the details about the integrity and the timestamp
of the associated hash values, and metadata about the case
is displayed. This is a particularly useful extension since
the QR code contains a URL and the attributes necessary
to verify the corresponding block, any alteration in the QR
code would be easily detected as the ledger would show a
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(a) Nodejs REST API for displaying all assets in the world state

(b) Nodejs REST API for displaying details of an evidence to the
User

Figure 10: Accessing Ledger Updates and Block Information
Using REST APIs

mismatch in the timestamps. By sending some blocks to a
secure public blockchain that is immutable, integrity and in-
dependent verification can be conducted which minimizes
the impact of a potential alteration of the ledger of foren-
sic actions and evidence data. Another potential enhance-
ment is evaluating the blockchain framework using Hyper-
ledger Caliper [9, 18] because of its ability to measure the
performance of a blockchain implementation with a set of
predefined use cases, as proposed in [35]. The goal of the
evaluation is to investigate the performance of the prototype
of the evidence chain of actions. Such evaluation is often
done to evaluate how the parameter of the blockchain-based
solution, namely the block period and gas limit affects its

performance and the reporting would be an analysis of met-
rics such as the transactions per second (TPS), latency, space
overhead due to block headers, resource utilization and the
growth rate of the blockchain[18, 7].

7. Current State and Future Directions
The paper considers the problem of managing cyber inci-

dents (with particular emphasis on the analysis and forensic
phase) by realizing a blockchain-based system. The main
contribution is the definition of a framework that can be
adopted to collect and store incident-related data by lever-
aging the main blockchain features. Such framework is then
applied on TheHive system, an open-source platform for in-
cident management. This research is an initial step in devel-
oping dependable systems for incident management, which
is of practical interest and is not a simple task. One interest-
ing feature of this approach is the analysis of the TheHive
system and the attempt to model data that should be consid-
ered during the incident management process. In this work,
we have provided an initial step into the use of blockchain
for forensic actions for auditability and integrity. We have
used a SIRP(TheHive) as a testbed for this approach. How-
ever, the goal is to create a digital forensics and security
incident response platform that can be used in lawful in-
vestigations (police collaboration with CERT, CSIRT etc.).
While CERT and CSIRTs possibly may not care about im-
mutable blockchains, legal and judicial investigations re-
quire integrity and proof. One of the added benefits of using
the blockchain is behavioural data mining from investiga-
tive actions. For example, being able to learn investigative
workflows from it by studying the actions of law enforce-
ment agents (LEAs). This benefit aids graphical workflow
programming where the behaviours of LEAs can be learnt
from the records in a blockchain. Questions like, "How do
they approach an investigation?", "What is the most com-
mon workflow?", "What are the key behaviours of inves-
tigators?", "What are the evidence collection protocols for
forensic workflows" etc can be tracked and mined from the
blockchain for the user interface. Investigative workflows
can be enhanced and enriched by learning the behaviours of
investigators within and across multiple organizations.

Furthermore, the use of the blockchain could also sup-
port cross-jurisdictional and interdisciplinary investigations.
This is particularly useful in evidence exchange. Investi-
gations could be arranged, a blockchain that relates to all
the evidence can be merged and pan-European investigation
could be created to share a single blockchain. With the inte-
gration of blockchain technologies with other high-tech ap-
proaches like big data analytics, cognitive machine learn-
ing etc, a shared intelligence platform can be developed as
a multi-jurisdictional platform for digital forensics and in-
telligence gathering while reducing the complexity and cost
of cross-border collaboration. In addition to providing ba-
sic and advanced cross-correlational analysis within exist-
ing case data, this approach will improve knowledge dis-
covery across exhibit analysis within a case, between sepa-
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rate cases and ultimately between inter-jurisdictional inves-
tigations. Ultimately, these approaches would significantly
improve digital and forensics capabilities for pan-European
LEAs. The other steps for further research include a fur-
ther refinement to the blockchain as discussed in Section 6
and other research in the same task discussed above such as
cross-correlation of digital evidence and evidence exchange.

8. Conclusion
We have proposed an approach for distilling blockchain

requirements for cyber threat intelligence and security in-
cident management platforms. The ledger of forensic ac-
tions and its additional provenance metadata - tools, results
and integrity proposed in this work provides a framework for
future development. The approach involves identifying the
key components within the platform and their model defini-
tions, extracting the record of actions performed in real-time
and distilling them into their components, defining a payload
structure for the actions, results of actions, location of ac-
tions, the instrument used to perform actions, the integrity of
the object and any additional information. Finally, the pay-
load transactions of the actions are stored in the blockchain
with the necessary digital fingerprints. We demonstrated the
usefulness of the framework by adapting it to an open-source
cyber threat intelligence and security incident response so-
lution - TheHive and extracted use cases to demonstrate the
integration of blockchain.

The solution presented in this paper is designed to assist
forensic developers in implementing tools in aiding foren-
sic examiners to keep track of the forensic actions and as-
sociated metadata in a case. This is to contribute to the
techniques for using blockchain as a service in critical in-
frastructures. One of the ways this approach might be de-
ployed would be making the blockchain external to the node
to act as a supervisory level blockchain for data verification
and querying. Future work would investigate developing
blockchain as a plug-in for forensic tools. Ultimately, this
work provides a foundation for an electronic chain of foren-
sic action and associated metadata for provenance, auditabil-
ity, and integrity. The techniques presented can be adapted
to a wider range of contexts including other security inci-
dent response management platforms not investigated in this
study, can be integrated easily into existing tools, and can
be extended to include additional metadata not considered
in this study to provide new capabilities. The added bene-
fits of utilising blockchain technology for security incident
response platforms include the ability to learn investigative
workflows from it by studying the actions of law enforce-
ment agents (LEAs). Also, utilising the ledger of forensic ac-
tions supports cross-jurisdictional and interdisciplinary in-
vestigations.
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